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Abstract
Having identified contracts as the nexus of corruption, I sought to find how contacts, blockchain
smart contracts, and financial regulations can be used to make them both secure, accountable,
transparent, and inclusive. Then I explored how corruption in a contractual relationship could be
mitigated, using the term Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC) which I coined, where a smart
contract is a supplement to a legal contract providing transparency and immutability to the
contract’s financial transactions, privacy is accepted as a human need and total transparency
must be avoided.

The extensive literature review on blockchain explains its key features for financial transaction;
transparency and immutability. Blockchain smart contracts can interplay with, or replace legal
contract, and mitigate agency theory issues which increases trust in the principal-agent
relationship. The MHC is an evolutionary change proposition to ensure stability because it leaves
the legal contract as it provides a smart contract as a supplemental transactional tool.

To implement the MHC architecture in a legislation cryptocurrencies are required for the
blockchain smart contract to work. Because there is regulatory uncertainty around
cryptocurrencies whereas they are illegal in several countries, regulatory strategies such as
sandboxes and safe harbors giving regulatory slack and closer collaboration with innovators to
ensure financial stability while searching for the optimal regulation is an elaboration on the
design of the MHC.

Key agency theory issues are be mitigated significantly when blockchain smart contract’s
transparent, open, and immutable properties are leveraged in financial transactions. Information
sharing increases when using blockchain because a receipt for a financial transactions is
indistinguishable from the transaction itself, thus the MHC provides a deterrent against financial
crime by removing the opportunity of conducting receipt fraud. Moreover, the MHC mitigates
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moral hazard because auditing the immutable and transparent blockchain-based transactions does
not require trust in the auditor because the process can be automated by automatically reading
data from the blockchain smart contract. Thus agency costs are also reduced as the monitoring
costs of financial transactions are reduced, and blockchain smart contracts replace auditors.
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1 Introduction
While the fall of the Soviet Union marked the end of the discussions regarding the type of
financial institutions a country ought to implement, discussion for the last three decades have
revolved around discovering, and implementing the ideal mechanisms for achieving the
established ideal, which is a free market economy. At the heart of these debates has been the
question of how a free market economy can be both secure, accountable, transparent and
inclusive to the actors involved, with the solution to these issues being contract and financial
regulations. Inclusive.

However, the precarious nature of contracts and existing financial regulations were brought to
the surface when several Brazilian politicians got arrested for "Operation Car Wash” in 2015.
The scandal, which is still under investigation at the time of writing, is estimated thus far to have
resulted in a total loss of $13.8 billion in lost tax revenues (Global Witness 2018; Figueiredo
2016). Importantly, scandals like this are not limited to emerging economies of non-western
states, as was made evident when it was revealed that Danske Bank was involved in facilitating
the biggest money laundering scheme in human history involving $230 billion (Milne & Winter
2018). As a result, the world today is experiencing what has been defined by Edelman (2017) as
a trust "trust crisis,” which reached its nadir in 2017, but remains relatively low in most of the
world today (Edelman 2019).

While understood to be necessary for political, social and financial stability, the plethora of laws,
directives and regulations emerging from state bureaucracies and international organisations
have in many respects failed to prevent corruption and financial crime, while also contributing to
stifling innovation and cause regulatory insecurity to startups and new emerging actors in the
market (Department of Justice 2014; KYC360 2016; Stacher 2018), thereby failing to reach their
objectives of optimising the free market economy.
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By limiting the scope of smart contracts exclusively to financial transactions, this paper,
therefore, proposes an evolutionary─as opposed to revolutionary─change to the legal contract as
a practical and realistic solution to existing problems, where a smart contract supplements the
legal contract. The product of this synthesis is the Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC) which
seeks to implement the accountability and transparency of smart contracts into the realm of
human judgment and discretion, which governs legal verdicts today.

This thesis will demonstrate that using blockchain technology as a supplement can improve legal
contracts. In Chapter 3 Under agency theory "moral hazard,” "agency costs” and "information
asymmetry”─which will be explained in detail below─ is defined as recurrent issues in
contractual relationships, which this thesis sets out to overcome using blockchain technology.
The argument advanced here is that in addition to using a court for legal disputes in contractual
relationships, supplementing the legal contract with blockchain as a tool for setting the rules for
financial transactions can yield benefits. Correctly, subsequently, the discussion in chapter five
will argue that doing so provides transparency, immutable transactions while also lowering the
cost of conducting due diligence and auditability assessments by lowering the cost of
information sharing.

The Research Questions (RQ) of this thesis are, therefore:
RQ1: How can traditional legal contracts become more trustworthy?
RQ2: How can blockchain technology improve existing contractual frameworks

In what follows Chapter 2 will provide a general discussion on corruption in contracting as basis
as a contextual basis for the theoretical framework of this thesis; agency theory. It will use
agency theory to focus on the contractual "principal-agent relationships,” and how trust,
transparency, and information sharing in the light of agency theory affects its outcome. Chapter 5
argues that MHC is an excellent governance tool for optimal information sharing in
agent-principal relationships. By reaching optimal information sharing and to reducing
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information asymmetry, it will show how increased transparency and trust as understood in
agency theory terms can reduce the agency costs or risk-sharing and monitoring.

Having done so, Chapter 3 provides a literature review of agency theory and the principal-agent
relationship, and Chapter 4 will provide a literature review of blockchain technology, with
particular reference to cryptocurrency as a form of money controlled by anyone with a device
and internet connection. "Bitcoin,” the first cryptocurrency will be used to demonstrate how the
largest and most battle-tested blockchain works, while the negative sentiment around
cryptocurrencies and how its seen as a criminal gambling object in the media will also be
addressed. Then the concept of smart contracts will be explained to provide a conceptual
explanation for how public-private key cryptography is used as addresses for receiving and for
authentication for signing and approving cryptocurrency transactions.

Chapter 5 will provide an overview of how an MHC can be designed to answer RQ2. Here
generally how legal contract can be forged in a one-to-one relationship with a legal contract and
how they interact is explained. Public-private key pairs are used for authentication and
attribution to whom approved transactions and transactions are openly and immutably available
for auditors. The legal contract is still used for settling disputes and declaring the legal text and a
smart contract, and its capabilities are leverage for conducting transactions. Chapter 5 will look
at the MHC as a potential tool for solving agency issues and mitigate trust in agent-principal
relationships laying the foundation for answering RQ1. Then there is a meta discussion on how
MHCs affects agency theory focusing on the principal-agent relationship and its effects on the
relationships based on hand-picked propositions by Eidenhard (1989). Finally, Chapter 5
discusses how regulators can proceed with regulating the MHC as an elaboration on the design
of the MHC further answering RQ2 as regulatory compliance is required for the MHC to be
legal.
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2 Context
The 2017 Edelman trust barometer discovered that trust in institutions, including NGOs and
corporations, have in 2016 declined to trust "lows” similar to trust levels during the financial
crisis. 85% of respondents indicated that it does not "trust the system.” Moreover, only 52% of
the respondents trust in businesses (Edelman 2017). Trust is now higher than in 2017 but remains
relatively low in most of the world (Edelman 2019).

In what follows, this chapter will present a context section first focusing on corruption literature
in contracting as a backdrop for agency theory and the discussion. Although this thesis will focus
on corruption in contracting in general, Brazil will be used as an illustrative case for discussion
and background. The corruption case in Brazil is well documented, recent, and it overlaps with
the corruption literature from contracting as governments issue such contracts frequently (Hayne
2017).

2.1 Corruption
The 2017 Edelman trust barometer discovered that trust in institutions, including NGOs and
corporations, have in 2016 declined to trust "lows" similar to trust levels during the financial
crisis. 85% of respondents indicated that it does not "trust the system." Moreover, only 52% of
the respondents trust in businesses (Edelman 2017). Trust is now higher than in 2017 but remains
relatively low in most of the world (Edelman 2019).

In what follows, this chapter will present a context section first focusing on corruption literature
in contracting as a backdrop for agency theory and the discussion. Although this thesis will focus
on corruption in contracting in general, Brazil will be used as an illustrative case for discussion
and background. The corruption case in Brazil is well documented, recent, and it overlaps with
the corruption literature from contracting as governments issue such contracts frequently (Hayne
2017).
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The most extensive literature in contract fraud regarding corruption focuses on the construction
industry. Construction industry contracts in the United States have been documented to
experience a fraudulent trend as the fragmented nature of the industry makes it challenging to
trace payment information (Ahmad et al. 1995; Kenny 2009). Nevertheless, such corruption
mostly arose from a lack of transparency and was estimated to have reached approximately USD
340 billion in 2008. Since the global construction market is valued at around USD 3.2 trillion,
this means that approximately 10% of the total market value was corrupted, thereby revealing
that corruption is not an anomaly, but instead a significant problem of an essential industry in
one of the world's most developed economies.

According to Sohail and Cavill (2008), the primary reasons for corruption in the construction
sector in the US has been attributed to:

(1) overcompetition in the tendering process, (2) insufficient transparency in the selection criteria for
tenderers, (3) inappropriate political interference in cost decisions,(4) complexity of institutional roles and
functions, and (5) asymmetric information amongst project parties.

Other relevant cases of contract fraud in the construction industry appear to takes form as
misinformation by withholding information, misleading, and altering documents. Other
malpractices such as making payments and invoices for materials never received is also
prevalent. (Heuvel 2005; Bowen et al. 2007). For example, two surveys conducted in South
Africa and Australia has shown that deceit and misinformation are the most common types of
fraud (Vee & Skitmore 2003).

Moreover, the Danish Institute for International Studies has shown using the World Bank
Governance Indicators that the countries situated in the bottom 20 percentile on corruption
control are also the most fragile states (Orre & Mathisen 2008). States characterized by the weak
central government and political instability also experience high levels of corruption (Foreign
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Policy 2008). States with these characteristics are often defined as developing countries, which
according to The World Bank and the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crimes (UNODC),
are estimated to lose USD 20-40 billion due corrupt practices (UNODC 2010). One of the direst
statistics can be seen in the estimates of the African Union, which suggests that USD 150 billion
(25% of the continent's GDP) is lost every year due to financial malpractices (Transparency
International 2007).

2.2 Illustrative Case: Brazil
As mentioned in Chapter 1, corruption is not limited to the developed world but also a
characteristic of emerging economies, as well as countries rich in natural resources. When
resource-rich countries have lousy performance in socio-economic development or a "resource
curse,” corruption is seen as a critical factor in explaining it (Mehlum et al. 2006; Robinson et al.
2006; Ross 2001). An example that both qualifies as an emerging market, and a "resource
cursed” country, and I have chosen Brazil as an illustrative case for this thesis in order to
demonstrate how and why the relevant cornerstone capabilities of blockchain are relevant for
corruption.

While the Danske Bank corruption scandal and the Panama Papers (Obermayer Obermaier 2016)
suggests that the extent of corruption in the West is yet to be revealed, Brazil makes a
particularly useful case study due to its well documented corruption scandal which emerged in
2014 with unprecedented judicial and political repercussions, called "Operation Car Wash”
(Portuguese: Operação Lava Jato). The scandal uncovered large scale money laundering,
kickbacks, and bribery, which has been estimated to result in a loss of $13.8 billion in lost tax
revenues. Public contracts were overcharged and channeled back to the pockets of politicians,
their political campaigns, parties, and other bureaucrats (Global Witness 2018; Figueiredo 2016).

Specifically, Brazilian politician Eduardo Cunha has been indicted for taking bribes of around
USD 1.8 million connected to Operation Car Wash. Several public officials also accepted bribes
in return for handing out inflated, fraudulent contracts which supplied various goods and services
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to Petrobras, a huge state-run oil company. The 35th president of Brazil Luiz Inácio Lula da
Silva, known as "Lula,” wrote a "Letter to the Brazilian People” where he promised that if he
won (which he did), he would secure the country’s economic stability and honor contracts (Melo
2016). Following the revelation of Operation Car Wash, Lula is now serving a 12-year prison
sentence for passive corruption and money laundering (New York Times 2018).

The financial contracting environment in Brazil, therefore, appears unreliable to financial actors.
Indicators of country risk have consistently rated Brazil as moderate to high risk due to its weak
institutions, an interventionist state, high inflation, and volatile real-sector activity (Anderson
1999). What is more, Business infrastructure in Brazil is also in a fragile state, as was made
evident in PWC’s report, which outlined factors for contracting/business deal failure in Brazil
(PWC 2017):
● Excessive legal formalities/bureaucracy
● Low quality of available information
● Insufficient due diligence before investment
● Overestimated synergy/restructuring gains
● Inefficient post-acquisition monitoring

In addition to the factors mentioned above, Brazil also suffers from accounting practices
dominated by legal and administration systems inherited from Spanish and Portuguese colonizers
(Ball 1995). These arguably outdated practices have blighted the quality of disclosure in Brazil,
despite financial statements being required by law to be audited, but rarely relied upon (da Costa
1993; Silvia & Colauto 2016). Consequently, it is common practice for firms in Brazil to have
financial statements which do not correspond to the reality of their operations, with both the
records of small and large firms commonly subjected to manipulation (Silva 1990; Silvia &
Colauto 2016). Therefore, while the five largest auditing firms audit fraud in the USA at a rate of
91%, the percentage in Brazil was 32% (Silva & Cardozo 2012). Despite being written in 1993,
da Costa’s (1993) argument that faulty information combined with a regulatory framework
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which is often not enforced by the state means that auditing standards are lower than the
developed countries it is aiming to compete with remains true nearly 30 years later.

Seeking to solve these issues, in 2014, Brazil implemented an anti-bribery and corruption act
(Lei No. 12.846 2013) known as the "Clean Company Act.” This law provides severe
administrative and civil responsibilities for companies who commit or are involved in fraud or
corruption involving a domestic or foreign public official. The law also includes a successor
liability clause were acquiring companies are responsible for the misdeeds of acquired
companies (GAN 2019). However, as Ball (1995) argues, in order to regain public trust,
Institutions in Brazil also need to reduce the costs of enforcing contracts, defining property
rights, and measuring attributes of exchange. The most relevant organizations and Ball
recommends for reform are:
● Juridical enforcement such as a law court or judge and quasi-judicial enforcement such as
an arbitrator.
● Practices for accounting and disclosure.
● Credit rating agencies, appraisers and auditors
● Regulatory bodies to promote market integrity
Using agency theory as an analytical lens, the remainder of this paper will utilize blockchain to
achieve these objectives and present an alternative remedy to the symptom that has blighted not
only Brazil’s economy but the world economy as a whole.

3 Theoretical Framework: Agency Theory
The relationship investigated in agency theory is one of the most commonly codified and oldest
codes of social interaction. Agency theory revolves around the "principal-agent” relationship,
where a "principal” hires an "agent” using a legal contract. As the "principal,” delegates work to
another, the "agent” (Eisenhardt 1985), with the agent thereby acting on behalf of the principal in
a particular decision problem domain (Ross 1973).
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In what follows, this chapter will first outline the principal-agent relationship and it’s problem
domains outlined in agency theory, here it will argue that there is a difference in how much risk
the principal and agent is willing to take and that their goals might differ. Having done so, it will
examine information asymmetries between agent and principal and how the principal want to
avoid subsequent agency costs. Finally, it will illustrate how organizations are seen as a nexus of
contracts and transparency in contractual relationships.

Figure 1: An overview of agency theory (Eisenhardt 1989).
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3.1 Principal-Agent Relationship
The essence of agency theory is the study of principal-agent relationships such as lawyer-client,
buyer-supplier, and employer-employee, to name a few (Harris & Raviv 1978). The
principal-agent literature intends to construct a blueprint for an optimal contract between
principal and agent. Eisenhardt (1989) shows that the problem domain studied in the
principal-agent relationship is where the principal and the agent have different preferences for
what the goal of the relationship is, and how much risk they are willing to take. For example,
how much the agent should be compensated if one party prefers to whistle-blow when there are
illegal practices in the relationship. Therefore, it is assumed that the principal and agent have
different goals, and "goal-conflict" is thus assumed.

As the study of agent-principal relationships started to receive more scholarly attention in the
1960s and early 1970, studies on risk sharing in individuals and groups revealed that the
risk-sharing problem arises when cooperating actors have different attitudes towards risk (Arrow
1971; Wilson 1968).

Another aspect of the principal-agent relationship is what is known as "Moral hazard," which
refers to the lack of effort in the side of the agent, argues that an agent can not make the
agreed-upon effort and neglects contractual responsibilities. For example, moral hazard occurs if
a research scientist uses company time to work on a personal research project. The personal
project could be so complex that corporate management fails to detect that what the scientist is
actually doing in company time. This violates the interests of the management (principal), and
moral hazard occurs (Eisenhardt 1989; Holström 1979).

"Adverse selection" is another aspect concerned with the possibility for a principal making a
misinformed decision regarding the choice of agent. An Agent can claim to have certain skills
and abilities when signing a contract, but adverse selection occurs since there is no way to
completely verify the skills and abilities of an agent on the job or when hiring an agent. If a
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research scientist that claims to have experience in a field and an employer is incapable of
judging whether this is the case, adverse selection occurs (Eisenhardt 1989).

In many respects, agency theory functions as an attempt to solve issues related to trust mostly
discussed as an absent factor, which it seeks to replace with an optimal contractual framework.
In doing so, it intends to allow clear communication and acceptance of taking risks and
experimenting (Golembiewski 1979; Carnevale 1995). What is more, trust is also valuable in
agency theory as it is in the principal's interest to develop trusting relationships with agents as
this reduces the need to spend resources on monitoring the agent, thereby making the
relationship more cost effective for the principal (Shankman 1999).

3.2 Information Asymmetry
It is rational for a principal and an agent to enter into an agency relationship when there are
information asymmetries. Information asymmetry occurs when either; (a) An agent has
competencies or general information to complete a task that the principal does not possess, or;(b)
both have the same competencies, but the agent has the opportunity to complete the task at a
lower cost. (Pratt & Zeckhauser 1985). The claim is that agency theory can contribute to an
overall framework for placing various forms of self-interest in corporate behaviors such as lying
and secrecy (Sitkin 1987) and blame (Leatherwood & Conlon 1987). This can lead to a better
knowledge when the behaviors above are effective, and moral hazard and adverse selection
occurs (Eisenhardt 1989).

Identifying the optimal choice between these two options is determined by finding the optimal
trade-off between the cost of monitoring behavior and the cost of outcome measurement, and
shifting risk to the agent. The agent is assumed to have a stronger dislike and opposition to risk
than the principal and is seen as "risk-averse." Agency theory also assumes that the result or
outcome of the agent's action is easily measured while the agent's actions leading to the outcome
is hard to measure (Eisenhardt 1985).
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When a principal cannot monitor competencies before and after the fact, and map out the agents'
intentions beforehand, there is information asymmetry. It also arises when knowledge of an
agent's behavior is unclear and not deemed trustworthy. As mentioned above Eisenhardt (1989)
notes that agency theory regards information as a commodity: Information has a cost and can be
purchased and organizations can invest in information systems to control opportunistic behavior
from the agent. The commodity principle requires information to monitor the agents' effort in
behavior-based contracts, and pay him accordingly in outcome-based contracts. Information on
environmental processes or states can also influence an agents' performance and is thus needed
by the principal.

Arrow's (1962) information asymmetry paradox where information is regarded as a commodity
which can be bought and sold sheds light on the key problem in information transfer:

The information buyer does not know exactly what he is buying, but if the seller were to provide the
potential buyer with that information, he would be transferring it free of charge. In such circumstances, the
ownership advantage the supplier has in an asset would be given away without any gain.

Another aspect of information asymmetry can be seen in the transfer of tacit knowledge which
knowledge that is hard to transfer to other people by verbalizing or writing it down. Understood
as the knowledge that is difficult to transfer by verbalizing or writing it down, and cannot be
stated on a technical drawing, such as financial records or a patent. Tacit knowledge needs to be
transferred from person to person, and it is intangible, and hard to put a price on using market
mechanisms, Hennart (1989) notes that:

The higher the tacit component in the technology package and the weaker the legal protection
afforded to innovators, the less efficient markets will be in effect the transfer.

Many cases are used to describe the information asymmetry approach (Demski & Feltham 1978),
such as these two outlined by Eisenhardt (1989):
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1. Complete information
The principal knows what the agent has done. Given that the principal is buying the agent's behavior, then a
contract that is based on behavior is deemed efficient. An outcome-based contract would needlessly
transfer risk to the agent, who is assumed to be more risk-averse than the principal.

2. Incomplete information
The second case is when the principal does not know precisely what the agent has done. Given the
self-interest of the agent, the agent may or may not have behaved as agreed. The agency problem arises
because (a) the principal and the agent have different goals, and (b) The principal cannot determine if the
agent has behaved appropriately.

When a principal has incomplete information about an agents behavior, it has two options to
control it. Eisenhardt (1985) notes:
1. Monitoring behavior:
The principal can purchase information about the agent's behavior and reward those behaviors. This
requires the purchase of surveillance mechanisms such as cost accounting measures, budgeting systems, or
additional layers of management.

2. Rewarding outcome:
Alternatively, the principal can reward the agent based on outcomes (e.g., profitability). Such outcomes are
surrogate measures for behaviors. However, in this option, the agent it penalized or rewarded for outcomes
partially outside his/her control. In other words, good outcomes can occur despite small efforts, and poor
outcomes can occur despite reasonable efforts. While this scheme encourages effort on the part of the
agent, it does so at the price of shifting some of the risks of the firm to the agent

Figure 2 provides an overview of the principal-agent relationship when information asymmetry
is added. The principal (P) hires the agent (A) which subsequently performs actions. Asymmetric
information and self-interests of both parties give way for "moral hazard" and "adverse
selection."
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Figure 2: Principal-agent relationship flowchart.

Scholars have highlighted the basic need of information sharing if supply chains are to increase
their performance on a supply chain which contains several contractual agent-principal
relationships (Stank et al. 1999; Lambert & Cooper; Lau & Lee 2000). This has been coined by
Mason-Jones and Towill (1997) as "information enrichment," or the instantaneous sharing of
data from the marketplace with all actors in the supply chain is not only desirable but mandatory.
"Information enrichment" needs to be achieved in a process integration scenario where the goal
is reaching a "seamless" supply chain where all "players" act and think as one (Towill 1997).

However, "information enrichment" raises the issue of privacy and the issue of ownership of
information. Concerns about information privacy constitute an obstacle to interpersonal sharing
of information in supply chains, the question of what information can be shared with third
parties. To foster interpersonal information exchange in supply chains, scholars such as Razavi
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and Iverson (2006) have argued that a trusted network where individuals can share information
should be built. While this issue has been highlighted in agency theory, no optimal solutions
have been provided as of today. Chapter 5.2 argues that this can be solved through blockchain
using the MHC. This argument was created before the concept of Bitcoin (and eventually
blockchain) was conceived in 2008 (Nakamoto 2008).

3.3 Agency Costs
The directors of such [joint-stock] companies, however, being the managers rather of other people’s money
than of their own, it cannot well be expected, that they should watch over it with the same anxious
vigilance with which the partners in a private copartnery frequently watch over their own. Like the
stewards of a rich man, they are apt to consider attention to small matters as not for their master’s honur,
and very easily give themselves a dispensation from having it. Negligence and profusion, therefore, must
always prevail, more or Iess, in the management of the affairs of such a company (Smith 1776).

"Agency costs" in agency theory expands Adam Smith's (1776) "theory of the firm" by
addressing the problem of a black box of the firm, whereas merely changing the inputs changes
the outputs. The theory stems from investigating the behavioral implications of property rights
specified in legal contracts between owners (principals) and managers of firms (agents). Agency
costs occur in principal-agent relationships when the agent has an incentive to perform
differently than in the best interest of the principal. The principal cannot observe the actions of
the agent and imperfect information sharing leads to a moral hazard problem, and thus marked
the probability for an agent acting in a principal's interest lower. Jensen and Meckling (1976)
argue that agency cost occurs in a principal-agent relationship when:
... there will be some divergence between the agent’s decisions and those decisions which would maximize
the welfare of the principal. The dollar equivalent of the reduction in welfare experienced by the principal
due to this divergence is also a cost of the agency relationship, and we refer to this latter cost as the
"residual loss”. We define agency costs as the sum of:
1.

The monitoring expenditures by the principal

2.

The bonding expenditures by the agent,
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3.

The residual loss.

Agency Costs includes stakeholders in corporate governance such as management, owners, and
other stakeholders such as government acting as principals and agents in various relationships.
Organizations are mostly seen as "legal fictions which serve as a nexus for a set of contracting
relationships among individuals." For example, if corporate management (agents) seeks to spend
money on wasteful pet projects and acquiring companies to expand power instead of maximizing
shareholders (principal) agency costs occur. This can also affect the population of a political
district (the principal) if a politician (the agent) passes legislation which is helpful to large
donors and their political campaign, but not the voters (Jensen and Meckling 1976). Better
information sharing has been a widely suggested solution for reducing agency costs (Claus &
Kim 2004), something which Chapter 7 will demonstrate being possible using blockchain
technology.

3.4 Organizations and Governance
Organizations are often understood to be the nexus of contracts in agency theory and are
perceived to have two key features. The first one is the divergence of preferences among
organizational members, as people's preferences for their actions are not necessarily aligned with
the preferences of the organization members. This view of an organization puts the role of
rewards and control measures in the hands of actors, assuming that their self-interest will align
with the interest of the collective. If there is no divergence between outcome and behavior,
measurement is unnecessary for control (Eisenhardt 1985).

The second key feature is the outcome uncertainty of organizations, whereas organizations
futures are assumed to be uncertain. The future of an organization can bring both bankruptcy,
prosperity, and a myriad of intermediate outcomes. Principals (owners) in an organization bear
part of the risk, but agents (employees) carry increasing risk as principals control measures
become outcome-based. In this view, rewards and control system measures both motivate
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behavior and alter risk sharing patterns at the same time. However, organizations are not only
viewed as risk sharing systems but also work sharing collectives (Eisenhardt 1985).

Organizational approaches to control (e.g., Ouchi 1979) suggest two underlying control
strategies. On the one hand, control can be accomplished through performance evaluation.
Performance evaluation refers to the cybernetic process of monitoring and rewarding
performance. This strategy emphasizes the information aspects of control. Namely, to what
degree can the various elements of performance be assessed? Alternatively, control can be
achieved by minimizing the divergence of preferences among organizational members. That is,
members cooperate in the achievement of organizational goals because the members understand
and have internalized these goals. This strategy emphasizes people policies such as selection,
training, and socialization. The two control strategies are interrelated. An organization can
tolerate a workforce with highly diverse goals if a precise evaluation system exists. In contrast, a
lack of precision in performance evaluation can be tolerated when goal incompatibility is minor
(Ouchi 1979). The ease of performance evaluation drives the choice between the two.

What governance is optimal for one firm at a certain point in time is not necessarily optimal for
another. In respect to agency conflicts and despite its faults, McColgan (2001) argues that the
modern corporation is the most popular form of organization. This could be mostly attributed to
governance mechanisms seeking to limit agency problems. Devices such as the modern
corporation should continue to evolve, and further research should focus on understanding what,
when, and why they work.

According to Denis (2001), a country’s legal system sets the premise for how its governance
system evolves. He argues that two conditions ensure effective governance mechanisms; (a)
Governance serves as a device to narrow gaps between shareholders’ and managers’ interests,
and; (b) meaningful relationships between mechanisms, performance and value can be observed,
if firms are in equilibrium with their governance mechanisms.
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3.5 Transparency
There is currently no consensus on the definition of transparency in agency theory (Kaufmann &
Bellver 2005; Arajo & Tejedo-Romero 2016). Narrowing down the definition of transparency
used in this paper, the amount, accuracy, scope, and timeliness of information as outlined in
Vishwanath and Kaufmann (1999) will be used. Focusing on transparency in economics, the
scholar Islam (2003) has developed a transparency index which is based on timeliness and
availability of economic data. Verily, this paper uses Kaufmann’s (2002) definition of
transparency understood as "increased flow of timely and reliable economic, social and political
information, which is accessible to all relevant stakeholders” by being relevant, accessible,
reliable and of good quality.

Lack of transparency can exacerbate corruption-related problems in economics that are rich in
natural resources (Kolstad and Wiig 2009). Empirical evidence which suggests that transparency
is associated with less corruption, and greater press freedom has been shown to have strong
associations with less corruption (Suphachalasai 2005; Brunetti & Weder 2003). Kolstad and
Wiig (2009) note that:
Several studies argue, however, that the effect of transparency on corruption is not unconditional. In other
words, transparency is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to reduce corruption. In addition to access
to information, you need an ability to process the information, and the ability and incentives to act on the
processed information

A well-known example is from Uganda from the 1990s, where surveys showed that only 13% of
education grants reached schools, and the rest was captured in the process by the local
government. When the Ugandan government started publishing every monthly grant in district
newspapers, there was a substantial effect on grants received by schools. Surveyed in 2001, over
80% of the grants reached a school, on average. Thus the impact of access to information about
the grants was positive and statistically significant (Reinikka and Svensoon 2005).
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Therefore, in normative terms, access to information and transparency is considered a human
right in democratic societies, as it is assumed to constitute a fundamental right to be informed
about government actions and the reasons for them. In practical terms, transparency is essential
for human development as it provides incentives for inclusiveness and redistribution (Stiglitz
1999)

To minimize moral hazard principals incur in monitoring expenditures, for example, the cost of
using external auditors for scrutinizing financial statements. On the other hand, agents can incur
bonding cost where they purchase an internal audit to signal to the principal that they are acting
in consistency with the legal contract (Adams 1994). Wallace (1980) argues that a principal's
costs for monitoring an agent's actions will be reflected in the agent's salary and therefore, agents
have the interest to demand monitoring such as internal auditing to reduce the risk of the
principal making adverse adjustments to executive compensation.

4 Blockchain Literature Review
An open source and open access blockchain (hereby "blockchain”) is practically a distributed
database using a standard protocol such as Bitcoin. It is a dynamically updated ledger of records
that is accessible for anyone that has an Internet connection. The records are organized into in
(Bitcoins case) chunks of 2000-3000 transactions each or a "block.” Each block is linked to the
previous block using a cryptographic method called a "Merkle three,” creating a chain of blocks
with all transactions that have ever occurred (Nakamoto 2008). Blockchain enables transparency
as the history of all transactions can be open and accessible for anyone. On the other hand, the
transactions can be encrypted (Ben-Sasson et al. 2014), enabling privacy and anonymized
transactions.

Using a blockchain like Bitcoin, two parties can make an exchange without oversight or
intermediation from a third party. The peers can rely on the cryptographic proof for trust instead
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of a third party, which strongly reduces counterparty risk. This puts the privacy and control of
data in the hands of the individual (McFarlane et al. 2017).

Ross William Ulbricht or "Dread Pirate Roberts” funded an online marketplace for trading
narcotics and other illicit items because the Bitcoin blockchain enabled an anonymous and
uncensorable payment system without governmental interference (Adler 2018). Thus the whole
concept of cryptocurrencies is borderline tabu from the onset. Verily Jamie Dimon, the chief
executive officer of JP Morgan, stated in 2017 that: Bitcoin is a fraud and will blow up” (Henry
& Irrera 2017). The statement crashed the price of Bitcoin, and subsequently, JP Morgan
Securities Ltd (Redman 2017) purchased roughly €3M worth of Bitcoin note shares for their
clients. Extreme price volatility also frames cryptocurrencies as dangerous gambling objects and
several banks including JP Morgan has outright banned customers from buying cryptocurrencies
with credit cards (Aslam 2018) while simultaneously opening a The Blockchain Center of
Excellence within the bank and released (JP Morgan 2019).

Thus, banks see blockchain as scary and useful at the same time. Being ripe for disruption, the
global financial industry both crumbles and invests. Centralized incumbents of global
financially-based power such as the USA are also wary of cryptocurrencies and wants to ban
them. As United States Congressman Brad Sherman (D) states:
An awful lot of our international power stems from the fact that the dollar is the standard unit of
international finance and transactions [...] it is the announced purpose of the supporters of cryptocurrencies
to take that power away from us (Marie 2019).

Distributed networks such as these account for approximately 43% (Africa) to 70%
(Russia/Eastern Europe) of all internet traffic (Hendrik & Mochalski 2009). These networks are
peer-to-peer connected and operate on any user’s computers without a central server, or other
central points of failure or control attackers can leverage to shut down the network.
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Therefore, one would have to shut down the internet, in general, to stop blockchain completely.
Considering the negative sentiment around the words cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin, the word
blockchain has been adopted by the industry to put a silver coating on the subject and explain the
technology more objectively. Blockchain is essentially a neutral technology and can be used for
mundane and useful tasks without challenging global power or empowering illicit narcotics
trade. Blockchain has the capability of conducting transparent and immutable financial
transactions. This makes blockchain more reliable than current financial systems with
comparatively easily hackable centralized servers with completely closed or lost/deleted internal
records.

Blockchain also has mechanisms in place so that all parties can reach a consensus on what the
canonical truth is. The trust and power in blockchain are distributed among the stakeholders in
the system rather than concentrated in an entity or individual such as a government, bank, or
financial institution. However, blockchain differs from traditional financial institutions such as
banks and payment networks such as VISA as a centralized authority does not regulate it, and as
such, whereas the ‘trust in the system’ in the case of a credit card provider is trust in an
individual or a group of individuals, trust in the blockchain system is trust in a static code and the
network it runs on which is owned by its user base (Zheng et al. 2017, Crosby 2016).

By using mathematics, code, and decentralized verification of transactions, blockchain can solve
the issue of multiparty contention without having to involve any human. What is more, due to its
distributed nature, blockchain also eliminates other variables of trust, such as security. The
reason for this is that there is no central authority to steal authentication credentials from and
corrupt the system, and unilateral government interference, it is not owned by any institution.
Instead, the fundamental premise for blockchain is trust in the code, which is open source.

Parties that have different sets of interests will probably relax contention if public blockchain
systems replace untrusted systems and processes since public blockchains are self-administered,
self-executing and administrator-free. Instead of a system involving an authority that can control
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and corrupt the system, blockchain creates a trusted and decentralized way of managing who
owns what, or "the current state of the world."

This is the first time a network of globally distributed individuals can reach agreement or
consensus on every transaction that took place in a network since it started. Transactions are
protected by mathematical principles making them immutable. Bitcoin is designed to be secure
and is an example of a distributed computing system that solves the Byzantine general's problem
(Nakamoto 2008). The Byzantine general's problem is when an attacker can easily spawn almost
an infinite number of fake network nodes, dominate the network and impose an illicit consensus
on what transaction has occurred, known as the Sybil attack (Douceur 2002). The anonymous
person or group "Satoshi Nakamoto" combined cryptography and game theory to create a
"Byzantine Fault Tolerant protocol" using a reward system for actors contributing to the security
of the network.

This mechanism is called "Proof-of-Work” (PoW) and requires actors who want to be rewarded
by the system or "miners” to solve cryptographic puzzles that require a lot of computing power.
This enables a critical security capability, which makes it too expensive for a business or nation
state to perform Sybil attacks as a blockchain system grows. The benefits of cheating are less
than the costs. Once a transaction has been executed, it cannot be reverted without breaching the
whole, which is extremely expensive, hard to orchestrate, and thus, a breach is extremely
unlikely to happen. The transactions are permanently protected by mathematical principles
making them impossible to edit and immutable (Nakamoto 2008).

PoW miners have to spend money on electricity and computer hardware to solve a random
cryptographic puzzle. Another solution for solving the same problems as PoW solved is
"Proof-of-stake” (PoS) where not miners but "forgers” (Popov 2016) stake funds in the form of
cryptocurrency instead of solving a cryptographic puzzle thus using less computational power
and electricity to secure the system (Nxt 2014). The blockchain development team of the
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Ethereum blockchain has planned to switch from PoW to PoS in their Ethereum 2.0 (Named
"Serenity”) version (EthHub 2019).

When utilizing Blockchain, data is freed from data silos such as in banks, Facebook, and Google.
Using this technique for managing data makes it high quality, complete, timely, and consistent
while at the same time giving the users control of their information (Werbach 2016). Blockchain
also has faster transactions than interbank transactions, which can take several days for clearing
and settlement. Transacting on blockchain protocols reduces transaction times to minutes and
sometimes seconds depending on the blockchain protocol. The transaction fees also decrease
when intermediaries and overhead costs are eliminated for asset ownership transactions (Deloitte
2016). To enable this self-sovereignty crucial public-private cryptography is used to put
authentication entirely in the hands of the users.

4.1 Money
In what follows, I will first argue that a cryptocurrency is a new form of money in the context of
the history of money from barter, gold, and properties of the state-controlled monetary systems
today. Finally, I will illustrate how fungibility is a crucial property of any money and if it breaks
down the money system itself loses its value because users can never be sure how much one
money unit is worth.

4.1.1 Cryptocurrency
In this section, I will make the simple yet profound argument that cryptocurrencies is simply In
this section, I will make the simple yet profound argument that cryptocurrencies are simply
money. It is a new form of money technology openly accessible for anyone with a smartphone
with internet. Thus, when pure cryptocurrency or smart-contract based solutions are in question
both the 2.2 billion adults globally with access to financial services and the 2.5 billion adults
without access to financial services are all automatically included as potential users (Chaia et al.
2009). All cryptocurrency is presented as legal money systems still has to recognize it as legal
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tender: A payment medium which is valid for meeting financial obligations (The Royal Mint
2019).

What backs money is being accepted by many people. A populace can buy into the illusion of the
money as a concept. Thus, if a more significant number of people agrees with the notion of
cryptocurrency as money, starts accepting and trust them, cryptocurrency money can become as
liquid as fiat money (Swan 2015, 70).

There are no gods in the universe, no nations, no money and no human rights — except in the common
imagination of human beings (Harari 2014).

In this thesis, the definition of cryptocurrency follows from the Oxford dictionary
(Oxforddictionaries.com 2005) and the author's description of blockchain:

A cryptocurrency is money in the form of a digital currency. transactions are verified on a decentralized
network based on a consensus protocol.

Cryptocurrencies are intriguing because of the intersection of industries and disciplines spanning
the field. There are examples of technology, game theory, geopolitics, energy management, and
psychology. Nobody is an expert in all, but one can aspire to grasp the basics of each element.

Cryptocurrencies are currently being more and more accepted as payment for services, goods
such as paying for coffee at Starbucks, buying food at Whole Foods (Castillo 2019) or paying a
mobile carrier subscriptions at AT&T (2019). A cryptocurrency can be used as a medium of
exchange by sending cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin from one address one individual controls
the private key to the address another individual controls the private key. Cryptocurrencies can
also be used as a store of value. Bitcoin can, for example, be saved, retried and exchange at a
later point in time and when the Bitcoin is retrieved it is predictably useful due to the strong
antifragility and immutability of the Bitcoin network (Nakamoto 2008).
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Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, which is put a simple form of a smart contract with one
functionality: Money. Cryptocurrencies have had a complicated and often negative sentiment in
media and public forums. Distributed networks such as "BitTorrent" for file, sharing is
historically discussed in comparison to Bitcoin. Both are distributed networks but Bitcoin
transfers not data, but value. Thus there is a discussion on how being an alternative form of a
network such as Bitcoin and BitTorrent outside of including banks and governments is.
Distributed protocols operating freely on the internet is historically received with controversy by
industrial incumbents and legislators due to its extensive capabilities challenging closed power
structures and information/value flows.

When centralized file-sharing companies such as Napster and eventually the distributed
BitTorrent file sharing protocol spread during the end of the 1990s, it ended in lawsuits, jail-time
and stifled innovation when essentially these were better tools for sharing information. We now
have a better tool for sharing not only information but the value in an open, borderless,
censorship-resistant, and neutral fashion. We call it blockchain to explain what theory the
innovation behind the first cryptocurrency Bitcoin brought us.

If smart-contracts are to supplement legal contracts, they need to have the power to interact with
money to conduct financial transactions. Thus I will argue what money is and show that
cryptocurrency is a new kind of money readily accessible by smart contracts. Therefore this
thesis will make no strategy or recommendation as to how cryptocurrencies will be procured and
bought in the first place and assume all actors mentioned has to access to purchase and use it in
smart contracts.

Money is a store of value, medium of exchange, a standard of deferred payment, and a unit of
account. "Fiat money” adds a particular socio-economic context such as a country or regulation
to the definition (Mankiw 2007). In 1977 long before cryptocurrency existed Hayek advocates in
his book Decentralization of Money that a competitive private market for money to replace the
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government monopoly of fiat money (von Hayek 1977) should exist. He argues against
inflationary money (Economica 1931) and posits a model where any financial institution can
issue its currency. In his model, there can be several concurrent currencies. These currencies
require the institutions to compete to maintain the value of the money through productive
activities (Ferrara 2013).

Initially, non-monetary societies have operated along with the principles of debt and gift
economy (Graeber 2011). Trading assets without an abstract representation of value or barter
was also used, but primarily between potential enemies and strangers (Graeber 2001).
Eventually, many cultures around the world developed commodity money. The value of
commodity money derives from the value of the object itself. For example, gold and silver are
commodities that have been used as mediums of exchange (O'Sullivan & Sheffrin 2003).

After the second world war, the Bretton woods agreement state issued money based on the gold
reserve of the country, or gold-backed national currencies (Mankiw 2014) changed. Many
countries fixed the exchange rate of their national currencies to the united states dollar. The
dollar was still pegged to gold, and therefore, all currencies pegged to the dollar value had a
value in terms of gold (Ipsey 1975).

After the second world war the bretton woods agreement state issued money based on the gold
reserve of the country, or gold-backed national currencies (Mankiw 2014) changed. Many
countries fixed the exchange rate of their national currencies to the united states dollar. The
dollar was still pegged to gold and therefore all currencies pegged to the dollar value had a value
in terms of gold (Ipsey 1975).

In 1971 the United States president Richard Nixon ended international convertibility from the
united states dollar to gold creating a kind of money (Wong 2016) and in 1976 references to gold
were officially removed from the statues of the united states dollar creating a new state-issued
currency: Government on-demand issued Fiat money. From this point until the time of writing
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the global monetary system is run on this kind of money which is not pegged to anything in the
physical world directly and has no intrinsic value (Kiyotaki & Wright 1991).

In fiat money, central banks can introduce new money into the economy by means such as
lending money or buying financial assets. For example, in the united states, the money supply
grew from $6.407 trillion in 2005 to $8.319 trillion in 2009 (Federalreserve.gov 2009).
Commercial banks then use this money for fractional reserve banking. This again expands the
total supply of money (Abel & Bernanke 2005). Thus, fiat money is controlled by centralized
states and organizations and is a centralized form of money as opposed to the distributed nature
of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin.

4.1.2 Fungibility
As defined by the Oxford dictionary: "Fungible (...) replaceable by another identical item;
mutually interchangeable”. In the context of money, fungibility means that all unit of a currency
such as dollars or Bitcoin is interchangeable for precisely one of any other unit. The bottom line
is that if fungibility breaks down, the money itself is unusable and therefore regulators have to
process with caution not to break fungibility when regulating cryptocurrencies. If fungibility is
destroyed, the basic premise for smart contracts conducting cryptocurrency transaction is lost.
Consider the following case as an example of how fungibility almost was destroyed to illustrate
why it is deemed as a prerequisite for any form of money fiat or cryptocurrency to maintain its
integrity.

In the court case following the incident, the judge ruled in favor of the bank where the note
appeared, and the note would not be returned to Crawford. The court argued that if notes that
were stolen were to be returned, then it’s fungibility and potentially the fungibility of all other
notes would be destroyed. This is because if Crawford had received the note, no merchant would
ever take the risk of accepting a banknote unless they knew the full transactional history of it.
This problem would damage the "currency” of the financial system and the premise for money in
general. It would require merchants to pour through newspapers to verify that the note was
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legally obtained and the serial number not announced as a "criminal note” (Reid 2013). Thus
making it extremely impractical to conduct transactions while simultaneously not being sure
what one paper note is actually worth in comparison to the rest.

In the court case following the incident, the judge ruled in favor of the bank where the note
appeared and the note would not be returned to Crawford. The court argued that if notes that
were stolen were to be returned, then it’s fungibility and potentially the fungibility of all other
notes would be destroyed. This is because if Crawford had received the note no merchant would
ever take the risk of accepting a banknote unless they knew the full transactional history of it.
This problem would damage the "currency” of the financial system and the premise for money in
general. It would require merchants to pour through newspapers to verify that the note was
legally obtained and the serial number not announced as a "criminal note” (Reid 2013). Thus
making it extremely impractical to conduct transactions while simultaneously not being sure
what one paper note is actually worth in comparison to the rest.

In this sense there are currently emerging cryptocurrencies where transactions are private by
default, such as Monero (2019) and ZCash (2019), and Dash (2019) where privacy is optional
which can be leveraged by the MHC to find a golden middle way in between transparency and
privacy.

4.2 Public-private key cryptography
A public-private key pair is a form of digital identity. Simply put public key an address, and a
private key is a password used to prove ownership of it. Private keys have to be kept a secret to
retain adequate security, and the corresponding public key can safely be distributed openly
(Stallings 1990). Thus blockchain uses the public key for addresses of users and private key for
authentication for conducting a transaction.

The public-private key pair enables robust authentication because a sender of information over
the internet can combine a message with a private key. This pegs a digital signature to the
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message. Anyone who received the message can use the digital signature and the proposed
sender's public key to verify that the proposed sender owns the private key that was used to sign
the message (Menezes et al. 1996).

Entities such as individuals and organizations can share their public key with identity institutions
such as the Swiss city of Zug has done using the Uport digital identity solution. Using
public/private keys managed in Uport, Zug issues digital citizenship credentials to citizens
effectively making the private key the password controlling each citizens identity (Uport 2017).

Digital identity solutions have long been in development, laying aside centralized authentication
providers like Facebook and Google authentication. Using a distributed system where the user is
in control has recently been allowed by advances in distributed computing. Public-private key
authentication and identification systems like Uport has now been realized (Uport 2017).
Solutions like these are dubbed self-sovereign identity solutions because no malicious actor can
censor the underlying public/private key pairs actions, impersonate or delete them. As long as the
private key is protected, the identity is under complete control of its entity and thus is
self-sovereign (Tobin & Reed 2017)

Since a public/private key pair is self-sovereign, blockchain uses them to sign transactions and
thus authenticate the owner. The owner of the private key is the owner of the cryptocurrency it
controls. "Wallet” is currently used by most of the blockchain sector because it relates to a
common word used for storing fiat currencies and other valuables. However, it is a faulty
metaphor because it is a tool for managing public-private key pairs. Thus a "Digital Keychain”
or "Keychain” is a more descriptive phrase, and I recommend using it. There are four different
types of digital keychains: software client, hardware device, material and brain (Bitcoin.org
2019):

● Software Client
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A digital keychain client is a software program that runs on devices with operating
systems such as computers, smartphones, or smart tablets. Anyone can develop and build
a keychain client, and keychain clients are often released as open-source projects.
● Hardware Device
When a hardware device is used as digital keychain hardware, the device is a secure
special purpose hardware device that stores public-private key pairs. Being stored offline
most of the time, these keychain devices are considered very safe and very hard to hack.
A keychain like this is only connected to the internet via the USB port of a computer and
thus has less attack surface and is not as vulnerable as a software client. Up to the time of
writing, there have been no verifiable incidents of cryptocurrencies being stolen from a
hardware device.
● Material
A digital brain keychain is when the public-private key pair is stored in one’s mind by
memorizing a twenty-word long recovery phrase which can be used to recover the
public-private key pair. If the recovery phrase is forgotten, the person dies or is
permanently incapacitated, the corresponding cryptocurrencies are lost forever
● Brain
A digital brain keychain is when the public-private key pair is stored in one’s own mind
by memorizing a twenty-word long recovery phrase which can be used to recover the
public-private key pair. If the recovery phrase is forgotten, the person dies or is
permanently incapacitated, the corresponding cryptocurrencies are lost forever.

4.3 Bitcoin
Bitcoin is the classic example for illustrating cryptocurrency. It inherently uses and spawned the
concept of blockchain. Bitcoin is a decentralized peer-to-peer open source protocol and has a set
of rules written in computer software code that runs on a network of different computers around
the world connected over the internet. Several key innovations and capabilities from
cryptography have been combined to enable the capabilities of Bitcoin, Including:
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Bitcoin is the classical example for illustrating cryptocurrency. It inherently uses and spawned
the concept of blockchain. Bitcoin is a decentralized peer-to-peer open source protocol, and has a
set of rules written in computer software code that runs on a network of different computers
around the world connected over the internet. Several key innovations and capabilities from
cryptography have been combined to enable the capabilities of Bitcoin, Including:
● A public and immutable transaction ledger
● Mining using PoW: A distributed transaction verification system
● Distributed issuance of new Bitcoins
● Public-private key cryptography (last section) for authentication and addresses
The Bitcoin protocol is used as a peer-to-peer electronic cash payment system based on
cryptographic proof instead of trust using a PoW protocol. Being the first successful
cryptocurrency Bitcoin is deflationary, borderless, neutral and not owned or controlled by any
state or company (Nakamoto 2008).

To participate in the Bitcoin public ledger, users send and receive Bitcoins by having their
keychain clients; public-private key keychains generated by cryptographic hash functions.
Transactions in Bitcoin use cryptographic hashing, digital signing, and verification by the miners
of the network. The Bitcoin network is an open network, meaning that there is no information to
steal and anyone can join to mine or transact in the system by following the rules of the Bitcoin
protocol. Apart from the security of the network, there is a concern for the safety of each
individual's keychains. This is up to each user to choose to balance between convenience and
risk (Nakamoto 2008).

To participate in the Bitcoin public ledger, users send and receive Bitcoins by having their own
keychain clients; public-private key keychains generated by cryptographic hash functions.
Transactions in Bitcoin use cryptographic hashing, digital signing, and verification by the miners
of the network. The Bitcoin network is an open network, meaning that there is no information to
steal and anyone can join to mine or transact in the network by following the rules of the Bitcoin
protocol. Apart from the security of the network, there is a concern for the security of each
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individual's keychains. This is up to each user to choose to balance between convenience and
risk (Nakamoto 2008).

4.4 Forking
On a blockchain such as Bitcoin, the code for the consensus layer is the most difficult to change.
This is because the consensus layer defines whether each transaction that is appended to a
blockchain record by a miner is valid. These rules include checking if data is formatted correctly,
how much the miners are rewarded, and managing transactions. Any changes to these rules is a
change in the consensus layer and can create a chain split. For examples changes such as deleting
unused files and moving things around to increase the readability of the code, also known as
refactoring, have no impact on the consensus layer as it does not change the rules of the protocol
and is usually adopted instantaneously (Lombrozo 2017).

On a blockchain such as Bitcoin, the code for the consensus layer is the most difficult to change.
This is because the consensus layer defines whether each transaction that is appended to a
blockchain record by a miner is valid. These rules include checking if data is properly formatted,
how much the miners are rewarded and managing transactions. Any changes to these rules is a
change in the consensus layer and can create a chain split. For examples changes such as deleting
unused files and moving things around to increase the readability of the code, also known as
refactoring, have no impact on the consensus layer as it does not change the rules of the protocol
and is usually adopted instantaneously (Lombrozo 2017).

For example, if 60% of the Bitcoin miners upgrade their software and 40% do not upgrade their
software, there will effectively have been created two unique blockchains forked out of the
original blockchain with 60% of the miners. This is referred to as a "chain split” because where
60% of the miners dedicate their computing power to one blockchain network, and 40% of the
miners dedicate their computing power to the other blockchain network (Lin & Liao 2017). The
Ethereum blockchain has for example hard forked into two blockchains: Ethereum classic (ETC)
and Ethereum (ETH) due to the controversy caused by a security breach. A chain split is also
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referred to as a consensus fork because the actors in the blockchain fail to reach consensus on
what code to use and end up on different versions of it (Lombrozo 2017).

A chain split will also lead to a "coin split” because of the coin distribution, or what
public-private key pairs control what addresses will initially be identical in both the blockchains
in the old and the new software. From a user who controls the private keys of addresses in for
example ethereum, a chain split will lead to control over an identical amount of ethereum in the
new ethereum network that resulted from the new rules (Wirdum 2017). This happened when
Ethereum was forked into Ethereum classic. Every ETH cryptocurrency on the Ethereum
network was copied with equal public-private key ownership into the Ethereum classic ETC
cryptocurrency (Ethereum Classic 2017).

4.5 Smart Contract
A smart contract is a piece of computer code that executes on a blockchain and can transfer
value. The purest form of a smart contract is a cryptocurrency for transferring funds to other
users based on a public-private key pair of digital signatures (Geiregat 2018). On a smart
contract, the terms of the agreement are defined by computer code as a set of instructions
(Blockchaintechnologies.com 2016), like unlocking value based on certain conditions. When a
value is reached, or certain conditions are met, such as when a user with self-sovereign identity
connected to the smart contract sends a command, a smart contract executes predefined code
which triggers an event such as a financial transaction. It is characterized by being autonomous,
self-sufficient, and decentralized (Swan 2015).

Nick Szabo materialized the concept of a smart contract in (1996) before the crucial
cryptographic concept of a blockchain needed to make smart contracts work as intended existed.
Szabo defines smart contracts as a combination of protocols with user interfaces that formalizes
and secures relationships over computer networks. Smart contract applications discussed include
contracting, credit and payment systems enabled by cryptography and other security
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mechanisms. Relationships can be algorithmically secured from third-party eavesdropping or
malicious interference, and breach by principals (Szabo 1997).

Szabo’s idea of a smart contract was too hard and fragile to be implemented as an alternative to
traditional financial services due to the lack of blockchain at the time and was never
materialized. Possibly because the smart contract conceptualized could be breached by principals
controlling the centralized point of failure which existed before blockchain was used to make
smart contracts — using the current smart contract technology assets and anything of value that
can use blockchain as a public or private ledger of ownership. For example, money, pictures,
personal data, academic certificates, medical records, supply-chain assets, physical assets like
properties, and gold can be bound to self-sovereign identities. Don Tapscott calls this growing
network the Internet of Value (Tapscott & Tapscott 2016).

Using this blockchain, smart contracts have evolved. For example, blockchain networks
optimized for smart contracts such as Ethereum (Buterin 2013) is being used as a ledger of
ownership of assets such as gold. It also facilitates crowdfunding firms and issuing stocks
reliably and transparently, providing immutable receipts for all transactions (Ante & Fiedler
2019).

Werbach and Cornell pose in their (2017) duke law journal entry that there are reasons to be
skeptical about whether smart contracts can deliver gains over conventional contracts for
contract efficiency and flexibility. Even though smart contracts could fulfill its promises, the
bigger question is whether smart contracts can do what courts do, only better. They argue that
contract litigation plays a fundamental role in our social system that smart contracts cannot
replicate.

A contract often is a manifestation of an ongoing relationship and is often more than a one-shot
interaction between parties followed by a judicial resolution of a dispute (Macneil 1978). Several
scholars argue that business practices around contracts assume that a contract does not clearly
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contemplate all the possible scenarios which can materialize (Hart 1988). Before the event,
before a particular dispute, and after a contract is signed parties in contractual relationships must
expect a renegotiation of the contract, and after the fact, courts must exercise their authority to
settle disputes to fill any gaps in the agreed-upon contract (Holmes 1881).

Smart contracts are software programs where the time dimension of interaction between parties
is formally stripped away. The uncertain futures of judicial resolution is ignored, yet smart
contracts bind real people with real relationships and how their performance unfolds over time,
and there is still a possibility of moral hazard and adverse selection. Thus relying on smart
contracts is a bet on before the fact formalization, which will never be able to match the
flexibility of human decision making (Werbach & Cornell 2017).

Because once written and deployed a smart contract is immutable and enforces itself, it removes
the role of courts and authorities as enforcement agents. This means that once the smart contract
is deployed, the machinery for its execution is unavoidably set in motion. Such immutability
hinders the parties in the contract from affecting the transaction in disputes after the fact unless
the smart contract has such a governing mechanism programmed into its code before it is
deployed. Ultimately smart contracts cannot supplant the role that law and courts pay. Smart
contracts are not a replacement for judicial contract adjudication (Werbach 2018).

To make a smart contract consistent with legal enforcement, the two can be connected. The
approach here is to pair smart contracts and contracts explicitly. This idea was explored in the
"Ricardian Contract” by the information security expert Ian Grigg in 2004 before the advent of
cryptocurrencies while developing the Ricardo digital transaction platform for financial
instruments. The Ricardo platform defines its contractual integration solution as having three
components:
1. Legal code: The human-readable text in a contract.
2. Computer code: What steps a smart contract can execute.
3. Parameters: Variables for influencing for the computer code execution.
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(Grigg 2004).

Grigg’s solution never took off and integrating smart and legal contracts in this manner was
mostly a theoretical construct. It was not until blockchain was invented and particularly before
the ethereum blockchain successfully implemented smart contracts that this approach was
rediscovered and gained momentum. There are currently several groups integrating smart
contracts and legal contracts. These include a sub-group within the R3 blockchain consortium led
by the British bank Barclays (Reutzel 2016, Rizzo 2016), Mattereum (2019), OpenLaw (2017),
JP Morgan (2019) and the Hyperledger open-source initiative (Eris:Legal 2014).

5 Discussion
Having identified contracts as the nexus of corruption, and agency theory as the appropriate
framework for identifying the weak spots in existing contractual frameworks, this section will
demonstrate how the MHC can help reduce corruption utilizing the transparent, open and
immutable properties.
In what follows, I answer RQ2 by outlining the design of a Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC)
which is a practical model for using a smart contract as a supplement to a legal contract for
conducting financial transactions. Then I will discuss how blockchain affects agency theory in
the case of using a smart contract as a transactional supplement to a legal contract. Here I will
argue that key agency theory issues can be mitigated if blockchain’s transparent, open, and
immutable properties are leveraged in financial transactions. Finally, to address regulation as a
part of the design of the MHC further answering RQ2, I will discuss regulatory strategies
concerning financial innovations and the new regulation of the internet, and give practical
recommendations for how regulators and blockchain innovators can proceed in symbiosis.
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5.1 Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC) Architecture
Being a supplement, not a replacement, for existing contractual frameworks, the smart contract
will, on the one hand, facilitate safe and transparent transactions, whose records are immutable,
while the traditional contract─and the institutions that ensure its validity─ will continue to take
care of the required legal framework and disputes. The outcome of this synthesis of conventional
legal structures and blockchain technology is the Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC) which seeks
to reduce corruption and enhance social well being by increasing transparency, information
sharing, auditability and cut the cost of financial activity.

Current legal contracts are defined in the Oxford dictionary characterized by being:
A written or spoken agreement, especially one concerning employment, sales, or tenancy, that is intended
to be enforceable by law (Oxforddictionaries.com 2019).

While being a feature of ancient history dating back to the ancient philosopher Plato from the
ancient Greece empire (Plato 348 BC), eventually modern law and contracting have evolved but
it has nevertheless failed to cope with the economic malpractices discussed in Chapter 2.1
(corruption chapter). What is more, existing contractual frameworks leave substantial room for
improvement because of the money and financial system used to conduct financial transactions
breeds corruption, and has inferior immutability, transparency, control, and information sharing
compared to smart contracts. This is why I propose the MHC as an alternative solution to the
shortcomings of the existing status quo.

While I coin the concept of MHC in this thesis, discussions regarding synthesizing traditional
and smart contracts have been going on for a few years. For example, legal scholar Werbach
(2018) has argued that smart contracts can be used to reinforce traditional law by offering new
ways to achieve legal objectives. Smart contracts can address issues that obstruct the
enforcement of law and increase trust in legal systems. They are capable of serving in legal
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compliance with contracts but still faces adoption challenges as it challenges the power of state
currently controlling fiat money supply in currencies such as the United States Dollar and is
unregulated by default, but also groups and individuals who either legally or illegally are
benefiting from the existing status quo. Improving a contract using a smart contract does not
mean that it improves the situation and increases trust enough to gain traction; Law, legal
institution, and businesses need to work together (Werbach 2018).

The MHC is a continuation of Werbachs (2018) work on blockchain, smart contract, and
building an architecture of trust. The architecture of the MHC a practical model based on the
supplement type of possible legal and smart contract interactions outlined in the list proposed by
Werbach (2018):
1. Supplement: Law is the primary means of enforcement, and the primary value
proposition of the smart contract is the gain of an immutable and transparent record. In
supplement scenarios, smart contracts do not necessarily replace contracts.
2. Complement: When a smart contract acts as a complement to a legal regime. Any legal
system can fail, and sometimes the volume of activity scales beyond the capacity of legal
mechanisms to regulate them. A legal system can benefit from better tracking of people
and things it regulates. Enforcement lags when incentives are improperly aligned. Thus a
blockchain system can step in to fill enforcement gaps through traditional means.
3. Substitute: Substitute: When smart contracts entirely replace the law as the enforcement
mechanism.
Based on the aforementioned supplement legal and smart contract interaction outline by
Werbach (2018), the MHC connects the legal text and computer code using cryptographic hash
functions as whos in Figure 4. The legal contract text and the smart contract computer code is
forged into a one-to-one relationship. The legal code includes a cryptographic hash string of the
computer code which guarantees that it references the right smart contract. Also, the smart
contract includes a cryptographic hash string of the text of the legal contract making the smart
contract and legal contract definitively linked, making each contract depend on the other. The
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smart contract facilitates the transactions in the MHC; this makes the transactions instantly
auditable because each transaction is indistinguishable from a receipt. Thus contractors and
auditors can transparently audit the financial performance of the contract, and if there is an after
the fact dispute the legal contract is turned to for resolving it (Grigg 2004).

Figure 4: A one-to-one relationships between a legal and smart contract forming the basis of an MHC.

In Figure 4, a principal and an agent signs a contractual agreement. The contracts cross-reference
each other. On one hand a cryptographic hash is generated from the legal contract text and
written into the computer code of the smart contract. On the other hand a cryptographic hash is
generated from the computer code of the smart contract and referenced in the legal document.
When a smart contract and legal contract is connected, public-private key pairs are used to
authenticate and identify users. A supplemented contract can use computer code in the smart
contract to delegate privileges such as transferring funds to certain public-private key pairs.

Each principal and agent hold public-private key pair consisting of their public key (address) and
their private key (password), and the public key is used for receiving funds and the private key is
used for authorizing transactions. To identify who is the owner of a public key the corresponding
identification of the public key (address) of all authorized actors in the smart/legal contract can
be stored in a private or government database. Thus, the identity of each public-private key pair
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owner is known. Because only the known key pairs can authorize transactions, there is
effectively no other way to conduct transactions than using these.

Figure 5: A simple model of a MHC transaction using a smart contract and public-private key pairs.

Figure 5 shows how a transaction is conducted in an MHC. Given the aforementioned one-to-one
relationships, the transactions in the smart contract are given legal status. When the principal
wants to do a transaction of a certain amount of cryptocurrency, the private key is used for
authenticating the transaction. Looking at Figure 5, the transaction is first digitally signed by the
principal’s private key. Secondly, when the transaction is approved by the blockchain network,
the agent address (public key) receives the cryptocurrency. Thus, the cryptocurrency is in the
sovereign control of the agent. Only the private key in his possession, which is corresponding to
the receiving address (public key), now controls the cryptocurrency.
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Figure 6: A simple model of the most relevant elements of a dispute in an MHC.

If an organization or individual experiences a contract breach in an MHC after the fact, the
transactions in the smart contract cannot be reversed or censored, although it can be used for
unveiling illegal and fraudulent transactions. In this case, the dispute is reported to a court which
investigates the legal contract and actions taken in the contractual relationship such as
transactions which are being openly auditable. If the court orders a financial settlement, the smart
contract cannot conduct the transaction of a dispute as a reversal because immutability is a main
capability of the smart contract and thus a new transaction has to be undertaken.

If an organization or individual experiences a contract breach in a MHC after the fact, the
transactions in the smart contract cannot be reversed or censored, although it can be used for
unveiling illicit and fraudulent transactions. In this case the dispute is reported to a court which
investigates the legal contract and actions taken in the contractual relationship such as
transactions which are being openly auditable. If the court orders a financial settlement the smart
contract cannot conduct the transaction of a dispute as a reversal because immutability is a main
capability of the smart contract and thus a new transaction has to be conducted.
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Smart contracts can directly shape compliance with legal obligations if integrated correctly
(Werbach 2018). Therefore, the MHC architecture outlined in this section is chosen as it is the
most evolutionary and conservative. This is because I want to make the MHC an iterative
suggestion and keep the legal contract intact, thus making the MHC backward compatible with
all legal contracts. In addition to that, the MHC leverages the transparent and immutable
properties of the smart contract as it conducts the financial transactions. Because of its
simplicity, I believe that the MHC is the hybrid architecture regulators most likely will agree
with first.

5.2 The MHC and Agency Theory Development
As agency theory primarily revolves around traditional contracts, not all of the concepts and
issues discussed in Chapter 5 will be applied to the specialized discussion below. For example,
goal conflict in the principal-agent relationship lies outside the scope of financial transactions
and will, therefore, not be discussed further. This is because the discussion on goal conflict
revolves more around motivation, and I consider changing financial instrument mostly irrelevant
for the goals of principals and agents as it does not change their motivation and the nature of the
contract. Moreover, MHCs outcome-based contracts will be less affected as agency theory
assumes that the outcome of a contract is easily measured. Being able to have less information
asymmetry with regards to financial transactions will increase transparency, but as the outcome
is assumed to be easily measured this part of contracting is downplayed in this Thesis.

Consequently, Information asymmetries become a critical issue the MHC seeks to solve. As is
the case with adverse selection that in several instances, the principal cannot monitor the
competencies of the agent. If previous contracts are used for due diligence when a principal is
prospecting for potential agents, adverse selection can be mitigated by using financial
information from MHC transactions. A principal can demand to audit the transactions ledgers
from previous contractual relationships to verify that an agent has conducted the previous
contract and not trying to fake last contractual relationships.
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Information asymmetries also arise when the knowledge of an agents behavior is unclear.
Therefore making financial behavior instantly auditable will help close this financial information
gap.

Since information is regarded as a commodity, which has a cost in behavior-based contracts,
financial information is usually costly to obtain and flawed as in the cases discussed in Chapter
3. The price of information goes down when using the MHC, as there is no longer need to hire an
auditing firm to review financial records and there is no need to trust the auditor and the issuer
and safe keeper of the receipt. The principal can make the agent prove which transactions have
been conducted using the agent’s public-private key pair to prove they were done by the agent
and then inspect the transactions using the MHC.

Considering Arrow’s (1962) information asymmetry paradox where the buyer of the information
cannot know precisely what he is buying, using public-private key pairs in the MHC to prove
that a particular individual or organization conducted a transaction shows precisely who did the
immutable transaction. On the other hand, in the case of tacit knowledge defined by Hennart
(1989), it is not transferred through financial records, and an MHC will not increase the sharing
of it.

As in the case of complete and incomplete information, the MHC gives the principal the
capability to have full details of all financial transactions conducted by the agent. The principal
can use the MHC for budgeting and complete information on cost accounting and complete
information in auditing (Eisenhardt 1989). In the case of a principal having incomplete
information, Eisenhardt (1985) notes that monitoring behavior is a solution. Here the principal
can purchase information and reward them. This is said to among other things require cost
accounting systems, as an MHC provides a cost transaction system built into the transactions
itself this creates an environment where the information is not necessarily purchased but read of
the blockchain transaction ledger directly on the internet.
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In agency theory, a supply chain is seen as a nexus of contracts. Using MHCs can increase
financial information sharing and improve the performance of the supply chain. MHCs, which
can instantly share data, can give the financial part of the supply chain information enrichment.
Thus the goal stated by Towill (1997) that all players act and think as one is approached.

The topic of information sharing raises the issue of privacy and ownership of information and
what information can be shared with third parties. As for financial information, the MHC is a
tool with the capabilities to foster the interpersonal information exchange for supply chains as
defined by Razavi and Iverson (2006). They argue that a trusted network where individuals can
share information should be built, and now that we have MHCs there are lots of room to
experiment and explore. Verily IBM and the shipping giant Maersk is experimenting with a
blockchain smart contract project for supply chain "in the name of transparency, information
sharing, and innovation” (Takashi 2019).

Considering moral hazard (Eisenhardt 1989; Holström 1979) which is the danger of agent acting
contradictory to the principal's interest, the MHC provides a deterrent against financial crime.
The MHC offers transparency and immutability for financial transactions, and the receipt for a
transaction is indistinguishable from the transaction itself there is zero opportunity to fake
receipts, and thus receipt fraud is theoretically impossible. Using the MHC to pool funds for
budgeting and using the immutable and transparent transaction in the MHC for cost accounting
can reduce the risk of illicit activity because of immutable financial records are available for cost
accounting

Considering agency costs where incomplete information leads to moral hazard a principal has to
invest in monitoring expenditures (Jensen & Meckling 1976), and better information systems are
seen as a cure (Claus & Kim 2004) the MHC has a role to play. As mentioned above the MHC is
an excellent financial tool for internal and external auditing, and information about transactions
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can be shared instantly and transparently. Therefore, the MHC provides a better financial
information system for contracts, which also reduces agency costs.

A principal incurs in monitoring costs such as external auditing, and an agent incurs in bonding
costs such as internal auditing to reduce moral hazard (Eisenhardt 1985). These costs can be
reduced when auditors are replaced by computers code. Because a principal’s costs for
monitoring an agent is reflected in the agent's salary using MHC to cut these costs will be
reflected in the agent’s salary and yields a competitive advantage over principal-agent
relationships using legacy financial systems with expensive auditors.

Transparency is a way of reducing the monitoring cost (Eisenhardt 1985) for a principal when
monitoring the behavior of an agent. Because full transparency and thus surveillance is no
worthy trade-off silver bullet for reducing corruption, I seek to outline a golden middle way
which can be leveraged for the common good. Transparency has lately been seen as a critical
factor in reducing dysfunctionalities in countries with an abundance of natural resources (EITI
2019). Thus countries rich in resources have taken several initiatives like the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). The initiative focuses on revenue streams from
extractive industries such as minerals and petroleum (EITI 2019).

In organizations which are seen as a nexus of contracts (Eisenhardt 1985) where risk is shared
collectively performance can be evaluated through monitoring and rewards performance. Here a
country’s legal system is vital for how the governance of the firm evolves. If a country requires
external auditing of financial information, MHC’s immutable and transparent transactions can
help reach equilibrium with the governance mechanisms of the state. Thus, as Denis (2001)
argues, meaningful relationships between mechanisms, performance, and value can be observed.
Using the MHC in organizational contracts reduces the risk of illicit financial operations such as
fake receipts increases the whole organizations' financial transparency (Eisenhardt 1985). This
makes internal audits easier, and making fake receipts is impossible as the transaction is
indistinguishable from the receipt.
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The MHC has the capabilities to increase financial transparency because the smart contract
transactions provide timely and extremely reliable economic information, which can be made
accessible to relevant stakeholders. The financial information provided is concerned, of good
quality, and reliable as the transaction and receipt is indistinguishable, accessible as it is openly
available on the internet.

Therefore, it is crucial to consider blockchain not exclusively as a financial tool but also a
governing tool. Certain conditions can, for example, be put in place for transparently conducting
certain transactions. For example, when all transactions are immutably recorded, accounting
practices get automated, and the trusted individual doing the accounting is replaced by
predictable and immutable software code. This reduces the need for internal government audits
and due diligence to find if the accountants are trustworthy because a massive part of their job
can be automated.

Using the MHC to increase financial transparency can help reduce corruption Because a lack of
transparency can increase corruption in natural resource-rich countries, and empirical evidence
suggests that transparency is associated with less corruption (Sohail & Cavill 2008).
Transparency is also essential for human development and given blockchain; a tool for
transparency in finance; it might also be necessary for social development.

5.2.1 Principal-Agent Relationship & MHC
Given the capabilities of blockchain, and the capabilities of cryptocurrency transactions in smart
contracts as s transactional supplement to legal, the principal-agent relationship will be
investigated. This section will focus on how using cryptocurrency transactions as an alternative
to bank and cash transactions in legal contracts as outlined in 7.1 Minimum Hybrid Contract
(MHC) impacts agency theory.
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I have chosen four relevant propositions to the principal-agent relationship proposed by
Eisenhardt (1989) as a premise for this part of the discussion.
Proposition I: When the contract between the principal and agent is outcome based, the agent is more likely
to behave in the interests of the principal (Eisenhardt 1989).

The smart contract in the MHCs cannot read the state of the world with high reliability and
accuracy, incorrect information about a package being delivered can, for example, be given to
the smart contract in an MHC to trigger a cryptocurrency transaction. Thus an outcome-based
contract will be mostly unaffected by MHCs compared to current legal contract as for now
unless the transaction is the goal of the contract itself such as paying back a loan. This is because
it is trivial to audit the transaction, and thus, there are low costs of acquiring the information
about the outcome in the MHC. Therefore if the outcome is a financial transaction agency costs
as in monitoring the agent’s actions, information asymmetry and agency costs are reduced.
Proposition 2: When the principal has information to verify agent behavior, the agent is more likely to
behave in the interests of the principal (Eisenhardt 1989).

Considering that transactions in the MHC can be audited instantly and are immutable, all
financial actions of agents are transparent to the principal if blockchain is used. For example, an
MHC can be used to pool funds a principal gives to an agent to conduct the assigned task(s) and
every time the agent spends the funds the principal can receive the financial information. Thus
the MHC can be used as a transparency and surveillance mechanism for financial information
such as accounting, cost accounting, and budgeting.
Proposition 3: Information systems are positively related to behavior-based contracts and negatively related
to outcome-based contracts (Eisenhardt 1989).

In the context of this thesis, the smart contract in the MHC is an information system for figuring
out the state of who owns what money. Thus MHC indicates that behavior-based contracts will
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be affected positively, and outcome-based contracts will be less affected unless the financial
transaction or audit is the outcome.
Proposition 4: Outcome uncertainty is positively related to behavior-based contracts and negatively related
to outcome-based contracts.

Using the MHC for budgeting and financial surveillance can reduce outcome uncertainty. The
financial behaviour of the agent is surveillable and all transactions can be inspected as they are
conducting. Thus the outcome becomes more certain for the principal as the financial
transactions point in a certain direction and shows what financial actions the agent conducting to
reach the goal of the contract in real time. Also behaviour-based contracts can be enhanced if the
behaviour is financial.

5.3 Strategy for Regulating Blockchain
This chapter discusses how financial regulators can regulate smart contracts in such a way that
the adoption of the MHC is feasible. I will argue that to regulate cryptocurrencies without
destroying it, fungibility must be maintained, and it must be treated as money. Having done so, I
will discuss how previous financial innovations has been unsuccessfully regulated and cause
global systemic havoc, then regulatory lessons from the early days of the internet are presented
as feasible options, and finally, regulatory strategies for adopting the MHC are recommended
because:
Financial legislation has never really involved any elements revealing a consistent or logical system of
legislation (Tietje & Lehmann 2010).

The MHC is fundamentally challenging to incumbents such as clearinghouses, states issuing fiat
currencies and banks as it uses a new form of money; cryptocurrency. The computer and
incentive infrastructure being used by financial incumbents relies on decades-old technology and
corporate structures. Several financial regulators, such as the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in the United States, are currently
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adopting and defining positions related to cryptocurrencies in their regulations. An example is
"Coin Center," a cryptocurrency think thank (Valkenburgh 2019), which deems that the latest
regulations released by FinCEN (2019) as of the time of writing mostly follow their
recommendations. On the other hand, the IRS's current stance on smart contracts is
underdeveloped and confusing, and the cryptocurrency experts at Coin Center experts are not
sure how to interpret the information.

Current legal frameworks have to adopt if their citizens are to leverage the capabilities of MHCs.
Most importantly, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has recently suggested that
the cryptocurrencies Bitcoin and Ethereum can serve as legal tender (Schlegelmilch 2019).
Furthermore, US legislators have already begun supplementing contracts with smart contracts.
Delaware has adopted legislation authorizing smart contract ledgers for state records and
regulatory functions such as tracking liens and corporate shares (Roberts 2017). The state
Arizona has instigated a law declaring that blockchain-based digital signatures are legally
enforceable (Higgins 2017) and Vermont has declared that blockchain-based evidence is
admissible in court (Vermont general assembly 2018). This suggests that blockchain, irrespective
of the MHC is transcending being a marginal technology and increasingly becoming an
established de facto standard for transferring value over the internet, similar to how the TCP/IP
protocol is the de facto standard for transferring information over the internet.

For example, alternative cryptocurrencies claiming to be money are not always accepted by
regulators as money. The "Kin” so-claimed cryptocurrency controlled by a private company
(Canellis 2019) is as of the time of writing in a dispute with the IRS. Kik, the company behind
Kin, is aiming to develop a form of money using cryptocurrency but the IRS holds the position
that Kin is not money, but a security. No matter the outcome, regulatory disputes as this stifles
development and promotes insecurities as how to proceed and if there will be any legal
consequences.
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Even if cryptocurrencies are made illegal, they would still work for anyone with access to the
internet, and the company Blockstream (2019) has released a satellite relay which gives the
capability to conduct a Bitcoin transaction using a satellite antenna. Blockchain has been used
for several scams and Ponzi-schemes such as the pyramid scheme "Bitconnect," due to its
unregulated nature, which enables an entirely free market (Chohan 2018). More than 80% of all
cryptocurrency-based crowdfunding campaigns conducted online in 2017 were outright scams
(SATIS Group 2018). Thus even though cryptocurrencies are jurisdiction-neutral, barriers such
as laws and regulations can have unintended consequences and halter innovation as a bi-effect, in
the end, state regulators have been given the responsibility to intervene in illicit/fraudulent cases
and bring justice to criminals to keep order in society.

I am not going to elaborate whether any cryptocurrency is legitimate because the point is that
these disputes can undermine the legitimacy of cryptocurrencies in general and stifle
experimentation and innovation. Setting barriers for further development can halter the adoption
of blockchain technologies in general and delay the time until society can reap the benefits. For
example, the Special Secretary of the Federal Revenue of Brazil (RBF 2019), a financial
regulator in the country, has issued "Instruction 1888” which passes new rules to come into force
on August 1st. Essentially this means that all legal entities, exchanges and individuals carrying
out operations using cryptocurrencies have to inform the Brazilian treasury of every detail of
their transaction, with the exception of foreign exchanges this an outright 100% transparent
policy. This also equals to 100% in domestic cryptocurrency transactions and is domestically a
tool for totalitarian surveillance.

Blockchain startups often search for and settle in the legislations most fitting to their business
model known as "regulation shopping”. The largest cryptocurrency exchange in the world by
volume "Binance”, which has conducted a strategic regulation shopping move by moving their
corporation from Hong Kong to the more cryptocurrency friendly regulation of Malta (Paul
2018). When tax revenues from cryptocurrency exchanges such as Binance are realised, I believe
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competition among regulators for bringing the most profitable cryptocurrency companies into
their regulation and reaping the tax benefits could occur.

5.3.1 Fungibility
Entrepreneurs become wary when regulators choose to obtain all information about
cryptocurrencies and transactions such as what a person owns what cryptocurrency. Having
cryptocurrencies accepted as a form of money without destroying its fungibility by making
certain units illegal, is favorable for entrepreneurs exploring the blockchain space and societies
seeking to leverage blockchain’s capabilities. Entrepreneurs have to take a financial risk when
choosing to work on a startup. If there is regulatory opposition or uncertainty in addition to the
financial risk, the entrepreneur acts risk-adversely and tries to avoid it through regulation
shopping and incorporates in the new legislation.

Entrepreneurs become wary when regulators choose to obtain all information about
cryptocurrencies and transactions such as what person owns what cryptocurrency. Having
cryptocurrencies accepted as a form of money without destroying its fungibility by making
certain units illegal, is favourable for entrepreneurs exploring the blockchain space and societies
seeking to leverage blockchain’s capabilities. Entrepreneurs have to take a financial risk when
choosing to work on a startup. If there is regulatory opposition and/or uncertainty in addition to
the financial risk, the entrepreneur acts risk-adversely and tries to avoid it through regulation
shopping and incorporates in a new legislation.

5.3.2 Financial innovation
The MHC is a financial innovation which is interconnected to the existing legal and regulatory
space. Extensive experience with financial innovations as in how new financial products are
invented, introduced, and diffused is only one generation old. Both regulators and inventors have
low experience with adopting financial innovations which are critical to the health of global
economies and markets (Delimiatsis 2011).
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The financial crisis in 2008 was caused by rapid innovative developments in global financial
services such as over-the-counter derivatives products (Pagano & Volpin 2008). These
innovations were used for credit risk modeling causing information asymmetry problems, and
the increased complexity of the system made risk assessment harder and therefore, risk
management more difficult (Delimiatsis 2011). The dynamic nature of financial innovations can
cause their consequences to change over time. This is exemplified in the financial crisis of 2008
when regulators failed to act proactively, neither did they react swiftly in regulating new
financial innovations (Marques-Ibanez & Scheicher 2009). Innovative financial products are
linked inextricably to global financial markets coordination, financial markets, regulatory
cooperation, and one should consider how financial innovations can lead to financial fragility
and instability as seen in the financial crisis of 2007-08 (Delimatsis 2011).

Financial innovation is a dynamic, ongoing process entailing the creation and popularization of
new financial instruments and technologies, markets, and institutions (Lerner & Tufano 2011).
Litan (2010) argues that financial innovation has transformed how finance works. Structural
changes, technological advances or new industrial structure in financial sectors has boosted
globalization by increasing cross-border trade in financial services (Claessens 2010), and Allen
and Gale (1994) argue that financial innovation increases welfare.

Financial innovation is a dynamic, ongoing process entailing the creation and popularization of
new financial instruments and technologies, markets and institutions (Lerner & Tufano 2011).
Litan (2010) argues that financial innovation has transformed how finance works. Structural
changes, technological advances or new industri structure in financial sectors has boosted
globalization by increasing cross-border trade in financial services (Claessens 2010), and Allen
and Gale (1994) argues that financial innovation increases welfare.

Financial innovation is, in most instances, very much ahead of current regulation (Delimatsis
2011). For example Bitcoin which is the first cryptocurrency was unregulated for many years
after it launched, and the MHC would be illegal by default in any of the legislations where
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Bitcoin is unlawful such as in Dar al-lifta (2017) which is the primary Islamic legislator in Egypt
has classified Bitcoin transactions as "haram” (prohibited under Islamic law), and Algeria where
the financial law has prohibited the use of any cryptocurrencies (Journal Officiel 2018).
Regulating innovative financial products after the fact is regarded as being counterproductive
and a delaying factor for innovation, but regulators prefer to intervene when the side-effects of
business innovation have become apparent. In practice agency problems, supervisory
forbearance and complex products can delay regulatory intervention and regulatory intervention
vis-a-vis the financial innovation can be challenging (Freixas & Parigi 2009).

In the current stage of financial development, it is argued that more is at stake when regulatory
intervention affects the pace of financial innovation. When regulators create inflexible and
stringent rules, this can be a disincentive for the innovator and stifles the development of
innovative financial products. (Delimatsis 2011). Regulation can stifle innovation, and there is
evidence that regulator intervention can cause harmful effects on financial innovation (White
1997).

Having a revolutionary change in financial services can cause tremendous systemic risky and be
very costly (Tufano 1989), and financial innovation typically happens in evolutionary steps of
adopting prior financial products ( Tufano 2003).
Regulation can (...) encourage innovation in globalized financial markets if it seeks to harmonize certain
requirements across jurisdictions such as reporting requirements, thereby diminishing compliance costs and
facilitating market access (Delimatsis 2011)

The idea sometimes put forward that more regulation may impede innovation may not hold:
Better regulation may direct entrepreneurial talents to financial innovations which can enhance
societal wellbeing (Delimatsis 2011).
Recent blockchain-based financial innovations similar to the MHC has affected regulation by
crossing national borders by default, and in this sense, there is a case for global coordination of
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financial regulations to level the playing field. In such cases, enhanced transparency, a central
good-governance principle, and sharing information across borders can allow for well-meant
regulatory competition and ultimately encourage innovation, while allowing for better
supervision and informed investment decisions. In any event, there is a high level of
learning-by-doing in this area, and we are at the beginning rather than the end of changes and
innovations such as the MHC in the global financial architecture (Delimatsis 2011).

Requiring public disclosure of certain critical financial business information in specific contracts
may ultimately have adverse effects and may even reduce market liquidity. Therefore, it seems
that disclosure exclusively to the corresponding regulator or supervisory authority would be
much more meaningful. Public disclosure can still be required, but perhaps in a later date so that
it does not affect business decisions nor allows for misuse of disclosed information (Delimatsis
2011).

5.3.3 The MHC in Context
The MHC architecture described in Chapter 5.1 it leverages the smart contract and leaves the
legal contract unchanged, and it handles financial transactions using smart contracts which is a
before the fact upgrade to current contracts while leaving after the fact dispute resolution
unchanged. After the fact disputes are still left up to legal contracts and institutions to decide and
therefore, the MHC will not affect the structure of the legal process, and court processes will
remain unchanged.

The illustrative case in Chapter 2.2 shows that business infrastructure in Brazil is in a fragile
state, and as the PWC (2017) reports factors for business failure in which I believe the MHC can
mitigate. The MHC increases financial transparency and removes the need for excessive legal
bureaucracy and formalities for auditing, and the financial information is of better quality than a
private bank and cash ledgers because transactions and the receipts in the MHC are
indistinguishable. Agents can use previous MHCs to show prospecting principals looking for
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new contracts that transactions from previous contracts were successful, and there is not a
significant need for restructuring a contract to implement an MHC.

The MHC provides several of the related properties I have selected from what Ball (1995) calls
out for in Chapter 2.2 to regain public trust in Brazillian institutions thus it can make the legal
contract more trustworthy answering RQ1. The MHC reduces the cost of enforcing financial
transactions and auditing in contracts and defines property rights of money using public-private
key pairs for addresses and authenticating transactions. Practises for accounting and disclosure
become automated and removes potentially corrupt personnel and the capability to tamper with
records, and regulators can trust more in market integrity as the financial information they
receive about the market is more accurate and cannot be tampered with by corrupt actors.

5.3.4 The MHC and The Legal Status Quo
As an elaboration on designing an MHC to answer RQ2 this section, regulatory strategies for
states wishing to implement the MHC is discussed. Financial regulators are recommended to use
"safe harbors” where specific activities are excluded from legal enforcement and "regulatory
sandboxes,” which is similar but regulated in time and scale. Using these strategies regulators
can collaborate with actors using MHCs and find a golden middle way which is probably
somewhere between not regulating it at all and potentially causing a systemic failure such as
outlined in Chapter 5.3.2, and making the smart contract part of the MHC and thus making the
MHC itself illegal as is the case in Algeria (Journal Officiel 2017).

A safe harbor is a mechanism to forestall legal enforcement. This mechanism excludes specific
activities from legal obligations. In a situation where firms can take sufficient measures to police
themselves, a safe harbor incentivizes them to do so and specifies what conduct is necessary.
Classic examples of safe harbors in the realm of technological advances are:
1. The 1996 Telecommunications Act § 230: "online services will not be treated as
publishers” This means that online publishers are not liable for content created by their
users.
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2. The 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright act: protects against copyright infringement as
long as infringing material was removed from the platform when notified by authorities.
( Communications Decency act 1996)

These broadly defined safe harbors from the early days of the public internet make it hard to
restrict online activity, which is clearly harmful. The harmful activity includes bullying and
harassment because intermediaries have zero incentive to take an active role. On the flip side,
these twin safe harbors were a significant factor in the rapid growth of internet-based application
in the 1990s. They were essential to spreading user-driven web services and social media. They
encourage innovation because services are assured that they are safe from liability for the
user-generated content.

To enable adoption of smart contracts in current jurisdictions without the threat of regulatory
crackdown legislative safe harbors for blockchain-based services is advocated by blockchain
think thank Coin Center (Valkenburgh 2017). Verily in a safe harbor bill named the Blockchain
Regulatory Certainty Act, which is at the time of writing being proposed to be accepted into US
legislation for the second year in a row. The bill has bipartisan support and could provide room
to innovate and integrate smart contracts with current legal frameworks (US Congress 2019).

A regulatory sandbox is similar to a safe harbor but is confined in time or scale, and it suggests
an enclosed space for experimentation and play. Regulatory authorities exempt specific
companies or activities from regulation to foster startup activity and experimentation. The
difference between a sandbox and a safe harbor is that regulatory sandboxes are not necessarily
permanent and usually only applies to new firms. Safe harbors are designed to help nascent firms
with sparse resources to administer content on their platforms but have ended up helping large
tech companies such as Google and Facebook (Werbach 2018)

Therefore regulatory sandboxes are useful because they can be constructed to help organizations
at early stages of development and disappear when they mature. Regulatory sandboxes allow
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legal regimes to operate more hospitable towards software-directed environments. The Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), which is the primary financial regulator in the United Kingdom, has
established a fintech sandbox program for companies to experiment with new services (Financial
Conduct Authority 2017). Firms can apply to operate in the sandboxed environment, and if they
are approved, they can introduce new services without being obliged to follow specific
regulations for a given timeframe. Meanwhile, FCA closely monitors the companies activities
and gain a better understanding of new platforms. In the first round of companies being accepted
into FCA’s regulatory sandbox, the most significant percentage accepted were
blockchain-related.

6 Conclusion
In the light of how current contracting practices and legislators globally are all affected by
systemic corruption at some level such as in the illustrative case of Operation Car Wash in Brazil
in Chapter 2.2, I have developed an architecture for the Minimum Hybrid Contract (MHC). The
MHC is a practical and evolutionary step for contracting using smart contracts as supplements to
legal agreements for financial transactions. Agency theory, which focused on contractual
relationships has been used to discuss the capabilities and implications of the MHC, and finally I
have focused on two paths: One strategic path for regulators and innovators and one for how
MHCs can affect agency theory issues as it increases information sharing, reduces agency costs
and can potentially mitigate moral hazard because the financial transactions in the MHCs and
immutable transactions enables more trustworthy and cost-effective auditing.

Using the MHC, depending on and trusting a third-party for financial transactions is no longer
needed as trust is no longer placed in individuals and central institutions, but instead distributed
across the user base. Questionable central authorities are replaced by communities of peers in the
form of peer-to-peer networks. No single entity can take unilateral actions on behalf of the
community, as has been the case with the Trump Administration’s unilateral decision to ban
international trade with Iran by blocking Iranian access to the Society for Worldwide Interbank
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Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) network. This prevents the countries banks from using
SWIFT, which is the international standard to conduct financial transactions without any basis in
international law or customs. In the democratized context offered by smart contracts,
corporations and states cannot unilaterally defy the community and break the rules of the system;
thereby the MHC can create a more trustworthy system (Sun et al. 2016; Scotts & Zachariadis
2012).

Chapter 5.2 shows that the MHC affects information asymmetries, moral hazard, and agency
costs in agency theory. In light of the MHC, agency theory is most affected by its transparent and
immutable properties. Eased sharing and increased transparency of financial information lower
the cost of sharing information and decreases information asymmetries. Thus the agency cost
called monitoring cost of the principal is reduced as the price of acquiring financial information
is reduced. The MHC provides a similar trusted network as Razavi and Iverson (2006) calls out
for in supply chains to exchange interpersonal information, but specifically for financial
information. Moral hazard is decreased as the MHC provides a deterrent against financial crime,
given the transparent and immutable properties of its business transactions.

Chapter 5.3 on blockchain regulation strategy to outlines a regulatory pathway for smart
contracts in such a way that adoption of the MHC is feasible. If smart contracts are made illegal
such as in Algeria the MHC cannot use a smart contract as a supplement to a legal contract, and
innovators building MHCs will probably incorporate in a different country as in the case of the
currently largest cryptocurrency exchange by volume: Binance, which moved its business from
Hong Kong to Malta due to legislative reasons (Paul 2018).

Financial legislators have never managed to create a consistent or logical legislation system, as
discussed in Chapter 5.3, and most importantly, regulators must maintain fungibility of the
cryptocurrency used in the MHC. To find a golden middle way for the development of regulation
without stifling innovation, regulators are recommended to learn from the regulatory strategies
used during the emergence of the internet in the late 1990s. To avoid financial turmoil and reap
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the tax returns from innovators succeeding in building large businesses in their legislation,
regulators should implement safe harbors where specific activities are excluded from legal
obligations, and regulatory sandboxes where regulatory slack is given in limited time and scale
should also be performed.

To utilize the MHC for societal wellbeing finding a golden middle way between private and
transparent transactions is essential, and a balance must be struck between transparency and the
basic human need for privacy and secrets (Harari 2014). Satoshi Nakamoto (2008) has invented a
way to conduct open, borderless, censorship-resistant, and neutral transactions without having to
trust any corruptible central authority is a game-changer for making contracts more trustworthy
(RQ1), and will most definitely affect all of finance. As seen in Chapter 5 smart contracts has the
capability to disrupt more than just the financial part of a contract (Werbach 2018), using
blockchain for after the fact dispute resolution is already being pioneered by the blockchain
project augur, showing that governance and contracting might end up relying entirely on online
blockchain-based courts (RQ2) as opposed to current legal courts currently run by states and
organizations such as the European Union. since blockchain transactions are transparent, with
immutable properties, it is also more trustworthy and makes auditing more cost-effective.
Ultimately it succeeds in mitigating moral hazard, information asymmetries and agency costs
emphasises by agency theory.
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